Bat and the End Of Everything
by Elana K. Arnold
JF Arnold
A boy on the autism spectrum prepares to say goodbye to his favorite teacher at the end of the school year while worrying about the summer care of a class pet and separation from his best friend.

Volcano Deluxe
by Ariel Bernstein
JF Bernstein
Organizing every activity they can think of to earn money for a deluxe volcano science kit, Warren and his alter-ego, Dragon, face a tough decision when Warren’s sister decides the money should go to charity.

One-Third Nerd
by Gennifer Choldenko
JF Choldenko
Ten-year-old Liam and his two younger sisters, Dakota, and Izzy, who has Down syndrome, face the possibility of losing their beloved dog, Cupcake, who keeps urinating on their apartment’s carpet.

Rabbit’s Bad Habits
by Julian Gough
JF Gough
Bear wakes up early from hibernation. If she can’t sleep, she’ll make a snowman with her friend rabbit. A tale of friendship, gravity and just a little bit of poo.

Banana Pants!
by Emma Wunsch
JF Wunsch
Fed up with standardized testing, Miranda and Maude’s teacher decides to put on a school play, inspiring the girls to fight for other positive changes—and leading to their first fight.

Eclipses
by Corona Brezina
J523.99 Bre
A book about eclipses for young readers.

A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood: The Poetry of Mister Rogers
by Fred Rogers
J811.6 Rog
An illustrated treasury of nearly all of the songs from the iconic preschool series explores universal childhood themes with such classics as “It’s You I Like” and “Many Ways to Say I Love You.”

The Crayon Man: The True Story of the Invention of Crayola Crayons
by Natascha Biebow
J Biography Binney
The inventor of the Crayola crayon, Edwin Binney, grew up loving the colors of nature before leading a team to create one of the best-loved childhood toys.
### Picture Book

**Surprise!**  
by Caroline Hadilaksono  
JP Hadilaksono  
Bear, Raccoon and Squirrel plan a welcome party, but when Bear returns with party hats the humans are in a hurry to leave.

**Harriet Gets Carried Away**  
by Jessie Sima  
JP Sima  
While shopping with her two dads for her birthday party, Harriet is carried away by a waddle of penguins.

**Dress Like a Girl**  
by Patricia Toht  
JP Toht  
Girls dress in space suits, police officer uniforms and laboratory coats to prove can be anything they want to be.

**The Goose Egg**  
by Liz Wong  
JP Wong  
Henrietta the Elephant’s quiet life abruptly changes when a baby goose accidentally lands in her charge and requires exhaustive efforts to learn how to fly off with the rest of the geese, leaving Henrietta proud but unexpectedly lonely.

### Early Reader

**This Is MY Fort!**  
by Drew Daywalt  
JE Daywalt  
Monkey feels left out when Cake builds a no-monkeys-allowed fort, until both conclude that being alone in a fort is no fun.

**Splat the Cat Gets a Job!**  
by Laura Driscoll  
JE Driscoll  
Taking a job as a newspaper delivery cat, an excited Splat is surprised when the work is harder than he anticipated, prompting him to team up with Kitten to create cool paper-tossing inventions.

**Dog Dreams**  
by Patricia MacLachlan  
JE MacLachlan  
Barkus is a large and very clever dog, and Baby is a cat, and together their adventures make life exciting for Nicky and her family.

**The Goose Egg**  
by Liz Wong  
JP Wong  
Henrietta the Elephant’s quiet life abruptly changes when a baby goose accidentally lands in her charge and requires exhaustive efforts to learn how to fly off with the rest of the geese, leaving Henrietta proud but unexpectedly lonely.

### Fiction

**Didi Dodo, Future Spy: Recipe for Disaster!**  
by Tom Angleberger  
JF Angleberger  
When Koko Dodo’s secret chocolate sauce is stolen just before a cooking contest, Didi, a dodo bird, devises a daring plan to help—whether he wants her to or not.

**Nate the Great and the Wandering Word**  
by Marjorie Weinman Sharmat  
JE Sharmat  
Nate the Great helps Esmeralda find the word she wrote down that was going to be the name of the upcoming pet concert, before it’s too late.

**A Birthday For Cow!**  
by Jan Thomas  
JE Thomas  
Working diligently to bake the best cake ever for Cow’s birthday, Pig and Mouse are distracted by a silly Duck, who is eager to include turnips in the recipe.